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Science social media is pivotal for DeSci

- This is DeSci in practice!
- But locked into centralized 

platforms :(
- And locked out by TradSci 

norms



DeSci, Open Science -> Broadening access to science

??? -> Making sense of all the new research being created

DeSci Sensemaking Networks!



Can’t GPT just do it for us?

Source: Pirolli, P., & Card, S. (2005)



https://twitter.com/JMateosGarcia/status/1578056098409504771

Fragmentation of science

https://twitter.com/JMateosGarcia/status/1578056098409504771


Dream API for de-fragmenting science

lookup_paper_interactions(paper)

lookup_interactions_feed(researcher)

publish_paper_interaction(researcher, 

interaction, paper)

What research is a researcher 
engaging with (and how?)

What are researchers saying about 
this research?

How can I ensure that my 
engagement with this paper will 

reach the relevant people?



Paper

Open Science 👏



👍Reactions

📝Annotations 🔖 Bookmarks

🌟 Reviews

💬 Posts

Paper

Open Science 👏

Closed/
Fragmented 
Sensemaking 
about Science 🔒



Currently: Data fragmentation across (1) siloed apps and (2) bespoke formats

Open + FAIR  + SemanticWe want: data that is



Solution Part 1: Semantic Nanopublishing

publish_paper_interaction(researcher, interaction, paper)



Solution Part 1: Semantic Nanopublishing

✅ Open & FAIR ✅ Semantics 🫤 Apps🫤 Hard to 
create





Solution Part 2: Sensemaking Networks

Interoperating ecosystem of social semantic nanopublishing apps 

AKA  social networks with nanopubs instead of just posts

✅ Open & FAIR ✅ Semantics 😄 dApps😄 AI 
publishing 
assistants
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2.1 : Semantic cross-poster app



2.1: Semantic cross-poster app

Semantic 
X-poster��

Inputs Outputs (+ Inputs)

Semantic Outputs…

NLP



Demo Cross poster app 

Example posts

https://sensemakers.netlify.app/
https://m4co.notion.site/demo-posts-09a642fbfa6841fba0eefe3663c3e682?pvs=4


2.2 Interfaces 

lookup_paper_interactions(paper)



np

📚 15 members added this to their reading lists
🧵 1 thread summary by authors
👍 10 endorsements
🌟 4 verified reviews
❔3 contributed open questions, 2 answered 
questions
📝4 Inline annotations
↔2 discourse graphs reference this research

👥Show only followed networks



Demo query

Reverse lookup on paper

https://query.np.trustyuri.net/tools/full/yasgui.html#query=PREFIX+rdf%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F1999%2F02%2F22-rdf-syntax-ns%23%3E%0APREFIX+rdfs%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F2000%2F01%2Frdf-schema%23%3E%0APREFIX+np%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.nanopub.org%2Fnschema%23%3E+%0APREFIX+dct%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.org%2Fdc%2Fterms%2F%3E%0A%0ASELECT+DISTINCT+%3Fsub+%3Fname+%3Frelation+WHERE+%7B%0A++%3Fsub+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.org%2Fnanopub%2Fx%2FhasNanopubType%3E+%3Chttps%3A%2F%2Fsense-nets.xyz%2FSemanticPost%3E+%3B%0A+++++++dct%3Acreator+%3Fcreator+%3B%0A++++++np%3AhasAssertion+%3Fassertion+.%0A++%3Fcreator+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fxmlns.com%2Ffoaf%2F0.1%2Fname%3E+%3Fname+.%0A++%3Fassertion+%3Frelation++%3Chttps%3A%2F%2Farxiv.org%2Fabs%2F2312.05230%3E+.%0A++%0A++%0A++%0A%7D+%0AORDER+BY+%3Furl%0ALIMIT+10&contentTypeConstruct=text%2Fturtle&contentTypeSelect=application%2Fsparql-results%2Bjson&endpoint=%2Frepo%2Ffull&requestMethod=POST&tabTitle=Query+3&headers=%7B%7D&outputFormat=table




2.? Next generation science queries

“Nanobot, show me the most highly recommended AI papers this week by researchers in my network”

“Nanobot, summarize the debate around this paper, and show me the positions of the researchers in my 
network”

“Nanobot, show me the people in this conference who have read any of these papers and enjoyed them”

“Nanobot, keep me notified on all job offers in biodiversity research in institutions which are affiliated with 
any researchers in my network ”  



More complex queries

“what papers do two researchers have in common”  

https://query.np.trustyuri.net/tools/full/yasgui.html#query=PREFIX+dct%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.org%2Fdc%2Fterms%2F%3E%0APREFIX+orcid%3A+%3Chttps%3A%2F%2Forcid.org%2F%3E%0APREFIX+rdfs%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F2000%2F01%2Frdf-schema%23%3E%0APREFIX+sub%3A+%3Chttps%3A%2F%2Fw3id.org%2Fnp%2FRAEy7cQ-6u-8befHl3ZJ5VqoR7s3szbSeoPFOW_x2ok8Y%23%3E%0A%0ASELECT+DISTINCT+%3Frelation1+%3Furl%0AWHERE+%7B%0A++%3Fassertion1+dct%3Acreator+orcid%3A0009-0006-8801-650X+.%0A++%3Fassertion2+dct%3Acreator+orcid%3A0009-0004-1787-0341+.%0A++%0A++%3Fassertion1+%3Frelation1+%3Furl+.%0A++%3Fassertion2+%3Frelation2+%3Furl+.%0A++%0A+++GRAPH+sub%3Aassertion+%7B%0A++++%3Frelation1+rdfs%3Alabel+%3Flabel+.%0A++++%3Frelation2+rdfs%3Alabel+%3Flabel%0A++%7D%0A%7D%0A&contentTypeConstruct=text%2Fturtle&contentTypeSelect=application%2Fsparql-results%2Bjson&endpoint=%2Frepo%2Ffull&requestMethod=POST&tabTitle=Query+1&headers=%7B%7D&outputFormat=table


Translating natural language to SPARQL with LLMs

https://sensemakers.netlify.app/scios

https://sensemakers.netlify.app/scios
https://sensemakers.netlify.app/scios


DeSci Sensemaking for radically inclusive science

Anyone can nanopublish!



Regen Science: out-cooperating the competition

Sensemaking 
Networks

Synthesis 
Community



Future directions

- Web3 native nanopublishing support?
- Integrations with DeSci Nodes & Codex?



📢 Calling fellow SenseMakers!

Join us if you’re interested in contributing to {research, prototyping, community 
building, anything else}!
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